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ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT, THE
ACCORD AND GENDER INEQUALITY*

Stuart Rosewarne

Economic policy under the Labor government has concenuared on promoting the

economic recovery of the business sector and thereby generating more employment.
The Govemmem has been concerned to present this policy as being infonned by a
concern for equity. Yet under Labor there has been a deterioration in lhe standard of
living in real terms for the majority of Australians. Most significantly the economic
position of women workers relative to their male counterparts deteriorated
between 1984 and 1987. This is something of a pruadox given the equal
employment opponunity programmes developed and the affinnative action
legislation passed by the Federal Laror Government. This study presents an analysis
orthe various processes which have combined to undennine women's standing in the

Australian economy. It views these processes as being shaped by the drive by capilal
and the stale lO promote capital accwnulation. It is also informed by a feminist
analysis which concentrates on the gender bias of recent economic policy and the

failings of equal employment opportwlity and affirmative action legislation .

•

This paper draWl upon and develops my C(lIltribJtion to. paper prepared wiIb Sue Outhwaite and
Margaret Power {Of the 1988 A:Nz'A.A's. Coofen:ncc. I would like to CXprul my thanb to !ivan
Jones and FIVlIr: Stilwell forlXllllmefill on this paper.
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LABOR'S ECONOMIC PROGRAMME: restraint with equity?
Sustained recession has dominated the AusuaIian economy since the mid-1970s, It
has been a period characterised by high levels of unemployment and inflation. and
low levels of private investment The period has wimes...<:ed a general restructuring of
the economy. especially of manufacturing industry. Government attempts to provide
some direction for economic recovery have by' and large been pragmatic and
piecemeal. But it has been the Hawke
labor Government. drawing principally upon the direction provided by the Tceaswy.
which has constructed the most fae-reaching policies to underwrite economic
recovery. It has pursued this objective mostly by concentrating on promoting private
investment cather than by ftscallargesse. This policy direction would require some
belt tightening by all Australians. ~Resbaint with equity~ has been the catchccy.
There have been a number of policy initiatives. Reducing the government's claims
on economic resources has been a key component of the ~trategy to create a more
favourable environment foe the business sector. Another dimension to this strategy
has been the Labor Government's efforts to rein in expenditure on health, welfare and
education. Labor's 1983 election platfonn included a commitment to improve the lot
of welfare recipients by agreeing to increase the value of social security payments
relative to average weekly earnings and, more generally, to increase the the social
wage. While there were increases in the social wage in me ftrst two budgets, and
notwithslaJlding the introduction of some support schemes (especially the Family
Allowance Supplement scheme), since 1985 the I...aOOr Government has retreated
from lite commitment The real vaJue of lhe social wage has in general declined. l
Greater restrictions have been placed on access to certain social security benefits, in
effect, denying some people of their right to an income. Decreased federal funding of
stale and local governments has meant a diminution in the delivery of social services
at these levels.
•
Reducing the government's commitment to the social wage is one aspect of the
government's endeavour to reduce the government sector's call upon national
resources. But this also forms part of a wider concern to effect a redistribution of
resources in favour of lhe business sector. Wages policy has been integcal to this.
Holding down the rate of growlh in money wages has been the centrepiece of the '
government's economic programme. The policy has been highly effective. Average
weekly earnings of Australian workers in real terms have decreased by some
eight per cent over the Ufe of tbe Hawke governments?
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Other aspects of governmem policy have worked 00 consolidate the fundamentally
inequitable nature of government policy. The shift in the burden of taxes away from
companies to wage and salary earners: has meant that net take home income has been
eroded through the proportionate growm in income tax.) More generally, the
Australian taxation system has become less progressive.
The policy of enhancing corpo~te profitability has been decidedly successful.
However, the business secOOr has not been responding in the manner which was
anticipated. The pace of private capilal accwnulation has not been substantially
advanced. There has not been much expansion in private invesunent, nor has the
corporate sector emibited much initiative in laying me foundations for any
4
substantial development and expansion. Indeed it would seem that the corporate
sector is more content with reaping the advantages of cheaper labour costs and the
more intensive utilisation of labour.
In addition, improVed profirability for some capilals has been enhanced by the
deregulation of the Australian economy and especially the fmancial system. But of
more immediate significance 00 labour is the recent push for greater ~flexibilityn in
the labour market, in the workplace and in industrial relations.s The move is
occwring in the context of the institutional arrangements established under the
Accord. These arrangements have locked trade unions inoo a centralised wage-fixing
system which has restricted their right to negotiate wages and employment conditions
outside me Arbib"ation Commission. Thus, the government has created more
flexibility for capilal at the same time as labour has been shackled by additional
institutional impediments and restrictions,

Women and the Inequity of Restraint
A significant element of the Labor Government's programme has been the emphasis
upon ameliorating the disadvantaged position of women in me economy. Concern
for women's economic well-being has been the most public face of the equity
component in government policy. This emphasis was to be reinforced by a
commitment to promoting equality of employment opponunity. In tum, this has been
linked to Afftrmative Action legislation, which has required government and private
sector employers to initiate programmes to promote equality of employment
opponunity. Policies to discourage sexual discrimination and harassment in the
workplace have since been introduced. It has also consciously sought to demonSb"ate
how its own policies have developed to advance these concerns. The annual
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Women's Budget Program places on the public record the government's attempts to
develop policies to advantage women and indicates the subsequent achievements.6

There is some evidence that women's place in the workforce has been advanced.
Programmes designed to provide for greater equality of employment opportunity
have meant that some women are now working in more senior positions and in areas
which have traditionally been designated as male fields of employment These gains
can be seen in the improved earnings of full-time women workers relative to men:
Since March 1983, the average weekly wages of all full-time women workers have
increased from just WIder 80 per cent of average male earnings to almost 83 per cent
by 1988.' Of the more than one million jobs created during the Labor government's
reign, almost sixty per cent of the additional employment positions have been taken
up by women.8 These have been concrete achievements.
However, these advances belie the failure of the Hawke government to effect any
really substantial improvement in women's economic standing relative to men in the
Australian community. More than half or these "greatly increased ewployment
opportunities ror women" have been or a part-time and casual nature.9
Moreover, in terms of average wages the evidence on wage relativities, both for all
workers lO and for fulI·time workers only 11 shows considerable stickiness for the
period 1983 to 1987. This was at the same time as the most concerted attempts by
any government in Australian history to develop a range of institutional devices
designed to improve women's position in the work force. 1be situation needs to be
analysed in the context of the Government's broader concerns.

ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT - PATRIARCHAL POLICY?
Within a radical or Marxist discourse the role of tlJe state and the active pan played
by capital in affecting a redisaibution of income and changes in workplace practices
would be viewed in tenns of a process of laying the basis for a resurgence in, or even
a new regime of, capital accumulation. Notwithstanding the force of this analysis, it
does nOl provide an adequate explanatioo as to why the effects of such a process
might have been more disadvantageous for women. While it is wage workers and
welfare recipients in genera] who have borne the brunt of the economic crisis,
feminist analysis offers a more satisfactory means of e~plaining the relatively greater
deterioration in women's material well-being. It is necessary 10 articulate more
precisely what is meant by the economy, what management of the ecODomy actually
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means in terms of the contributions women and men make, and the different effects
that economic management has for women and men.
The Labor Government's policy initiatives have been based on a conception of the
economic crisis that is not simply defined in terms of a crisis of capital accumulation.
The Government has recognised that those members of the community who are
dependent upon socia] welfare payments suffered material disadvantages during the
course of the recession. A disproportionate number of these have been women,
simply because many more women are dependent upon the state for their material
well-beingP Consequently, the government's commitment to maintaining the social
wage or any policy that advanced the economic well-being of welfare recipients
would be relatively advantageous to women.
The Govemment's relreat from maintaining the real value of the social wage is
directly linked to the way in which the economic crisis has become defined in tenns
of a crisis in the public sphere. This is the arena of economic activity dominated by
commodity or market relations, and includes what is typically called the 'public' and
the 'private' sectors. It is this broad arena which is being described when the
government, and most economists, refer to the economy. Government policies were
initially concerned with expanding employment opportunities by expanding the
government sector but have become preoccupied with improving the state of the
economy by advancing the development of the private or business sector. The more
recent emphasis on stimulating private capital accumulation is presented in terms of
the desirability of restoring some balance between the public and private sectors,
within the public sphere of the political economy.
What is overlooked in this policy emphasis is the place of the household and the
material relations which are formed within this sphere. the private sphere of the
economy. Unemployment, the erosion of wages and of welfare payments directly
impinge upon our individual material well-being, through our lives outside the waged
workplace. Thus. the private sphere is carrying the burden of the policy of
economic restrainL Through real wage cuts and the erosion of the social wage,
households are being required to bear the brunt of subsidising the recovery in
corporate profitability.
Furthermore, the interconnections between the private and public spheres of the
economy are also overlooked in this policy shifL It seems to ignore the private
world of consumption and the importance of a healthy private sphere as the
13
fundamental arena for the production or people on a daily and generational basis.
More important, this policy emphasis ignores the changing nature of the private
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sphere, especially in the changing character of family fonnation, and the changing
capacity of this sphere to absorb the costs of economic restrainL The change in
consumption patterns, with consumption becoming more dependent upon processed
commodities and with more consumption taking the fonn of eating out, has meant
that families are less and less able to insulate themselves from the economic restraints
which are being imposed upon them. Restraint with equity has involved unequal
restraint in the private sphere and this has exacerbated a host of problems because of
the diminished ability of households to survive the economic crisis.
The distinction between the public and private spheres of the economy is important
in another significant respect Because relations · within the private sphere are
structured principally in terms of gender relations, it helps to explain why the crisis is
being experienced differently by women and men. In general, women have more
responsibility for managing the affairs of the family and household This association
of women with the private spbere of the economy is also reinforced by the sexual
division of labour that occurs across the public and the private spheres. The sexual
divisions of labour which occur within the waged workplace and other arenas of
public life, and particularly with the segregation of labour according to gender, helps
to consolidate women's place in the prh·ate spbere of the family. defining women as
mothers and housewives.
Consequently, economic restraint is necessarily experienced more intensely by
women. The most easily docwnented manifestations of this are in tenns of the
relative material impoverishment of women as wage earners and within the family. as
well as in tenns of those who are dependent upon women. 14 There is, then, a
gendered dimension to economic restrainL
The erosion of household income has also impacted on women's attachment to the
labour market. Many women have been forced to enter the labour market in order to
supplement household income, irrespective of whether or not the main source of
household income takes the fonn of wages or social security payments. By and large,
it has been women who have been directly affected by the need to combine family
responsibilities with waged work. With inadequate government provision of
child-care and other welfare support, part-time work has been the only option for
many women. According to one detailed study in South Australia, as many as forty
per cent of female part-time workers elect to do part-time work because of family
responsibilities. No men indicated that they were in this position. 15 This would also
explain why a significant proportion of unemployed women and of those not in the
labour force indicate that they are seeking part-time rather than full-time work. 16
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Another aspect of policy also has disproportionate effects upon women - lhe shift in
employment creation from lhe government to the coqxra.te seclOr. Government,
especially at lhe Slate and local levels, is an important employer of women, and the
government sector has provided proportionately more full-time employment for
women than the private sector. 17 This shift has been reinforced by developments in
employment relations within the corporate sector. There has been a substantial
increase in women's employment in lhe growlh industries of lhe 1980s, particularly
fmance, business and property services. community services and recreation. But
most of it has been part-time or casual. This complements government policies
described above which have encouraged women's participation in lhe labour market
as part-time and casual workers. Women are being subjected the vagaries of the
changing labour market in which opportunities to earn a reasonable income through
full-time employment opportunities are declining.

INSTITUTIONALISING GENDERED INEQUALITY:
EMPLOYMENT GENERATION AND WAGE
DETERMINATION UNDER THE ACCORD
The focus of economic policy making undtz lhe Accord, holh in terms of its industry
development strategies as well as its wages policies, has tended to exacerbate the
disadvantaged status of women in lhe labour markeL The Accord has brought
government, trade unions and employer organisations togelher, establishing a degree
of consensus between these parties on the desired paths for economic recovery. The
fundamental concerns have been wilh addressing lhe economic problems which the
lrinity of state, labour and capital has identified as plaguing the economy, the public
sphere of lhe economy. Almost no women have been involved in lhe deliberations,
hence lhe reference to the trinity as the fraternal social contract. IS Consequently,
what is defined as being important in the public sphere continues to be defined in
peculiarly ma1e terms. In effect, economic policy-making under the Accord has
amounted to promoting the recovery of a patriarchal order.

Employment Generation and Women's and Men's Labour
Most of the induslJ)' development/employment strategies which have been organised
under lhe auspices of the Accord have concentrated on manufacturing induslJ)'. The
concern has been almost wholly with developing industries in which most employees
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are male, such as heavy engineering. Significantly, the future of that sector of
manufacturing industry where female employment predominates, namely the clothing
and footwear industries, has more or less been written off. 19 Moreover, industry
planning has affected different women in different ways, with women from
non-English speaking backgrounds being displaced from employment in the clothing
and footwear trades and younger and Australian-bom/English-speaking women being
employed in the finance and community services sectors.
The Accord has also brought a rigidity to the wage fixing system which has been to
the general disadvantage of women. It has long been acknowledged that a major
obstacle to the achievement of "equal pay for equal work" has been the differential
status accorded women's and men 's work.. Given the segregated nature of the
Australian workforce, with most women being concentrated in almost wholly
fema1e-dominated occupations and industries, challenging women's disadvantaged
status has meant questioning the way in which women's work has been va1ued.
Wage decisions under the Accord have pursued a conservative course with one of the
guiding principles being the maintenance of existing wage relativities. The logic of
this has been to hold the lid on wage rises generally by nOi. making any
wage-decisions that would establish new pace-setters.
The Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission has institutiona1ised
women's subordinate and economically undcr-privilcged slarus within the Ausualian
workforce. MOSlatlemplS through the late 1960s and early 1970s to have the value of
women's occupations reassessed by the Commission have failed. The cases were
dismissed for being poorly prepared or, where they did proceed and where
comparisons with other occupations were made, the Commission confined these
comparisons to other fcmalc-dominaled occupations?O The Commission, in effect,
consolidated a distinct and separate comparative wage justice system for women.
Subsequent hearings that have endeavoured to escape the sexual division of labour on
the basis of genuine comparable worth, have been thrown out precisely because of the
Commission's delCnnination to maintain this system. To overturn the established
tradition would be to open the flood-gates and sow the seeds for community-wide
flow_ons?l The celebrated struggles of nurses have highlighled the Commission's
unswerving commitment to the inequitable wages system. In February 1986 the
Commission rejected the principle of comparable worth because acceptance "would
strike at the heart of long accepted methods of wage fixation in this country" .22
The denigration of women's work also continues to be fonnally enshrined in most
industrial awards. After over a decade of legislation designed to remove
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discriminatory practices written into industrial awards, there remain explicit
differences in the lettec of the law which exclude or limit women's access to
particular occupations and industries. A survey prepared by the Office of the Status
of Women and the Women's Bureau of the Department of Employment. Education
and Training in October 1987 identified 305 Federal awards with restrictions which
limit the amount of money women can earn compared with men in the same jobs..
Similar sorts of restrictions are evident in many state industrial awards. 23 The
Federal government has indicated its detenninatioo to remove these, by abolishing
the right for exemptions against discriminatory clauses. However, it has added the
rider that clauses covering 'substantial' health and safely- matters will continue to be
exempted.
Not all the blame should be attributed to the Federal Commission. State industrial
commissions and tribunals have helped to consolidate the disadvantaged position of
women in the workforce. They may have been marginally more progressive in the
implementation of equal wage principles but. by and large, they have tended to
follow the lead of the Fedecal Commission. Moreover. the operation of the Accord
has been significant in subordinating State commissions to the will of the Federal
Commission. For example, in 1986 the Victaian Commission granted substantial
wage rises to nurses. One of the ostensible grounds for this determination was that
the 1972 equal pay principles had never been applied to nurses' wages. Yet the
Commission did not justify the decision in terms of any evidence of the comparability
of the va1ue of nursing with other (male) occupalions but rather in tenns of changes in
work value over time. Had the decision been infonned by a comparable worth
hearing the Commission could not have granted a substantial increase in wttgcs to
most nurses at the same time as it detennined that no adjustments should be made to
the wages of frrst year and student-registered nurses. TIle Commission was moved by
the necessity to secure industrial harmony and boost wages to help obviate a shortage
of nurses yet. at the same time, contain the costs of wage increases.In the process, the
principle of comparable worth was effectively jettisoned.24 TIle decision of the
N.S.W. Commission to reject a recent 3fflication by N.S.W. nurses for a wage
increment mirrors the Victorian precedent
Unions under the Accord have also been party to promoting rigidity within the
system. The A.C.T.U. has been the principal architect of the various Accord deals
and has given little consideration to the differential consequences of the Accord for
women and men. Indeed the A.C.T.U. reorganised and downgraded research efforts
devoted to industria1 issues affecting women - by making the Working Women's
Centre more responsible to the executive - at the same time as it was negotiating the
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Accord with the Labor Party?.6 State trades halls and labour councils fare little better
in their concerns. Only three state labour councils employ women's officers Western Australia, Victoria and New South Wales - and the Greiner government has
withdrawn funding for the New South Wales position.
Employers have benefited not only from the marked decline in real wages. They
have also gained from the shift in the focus of employment from men to women - as it
has been women's employment which has grown most rapidly over the course of the
Accord. This development reflects a shift in the charaCler of employment from
full-time to part-time and casual- a shift that coincides with the crisis in the private
sphere. We are witnessing a dramatic shift in the nature of work as this trend is
27
evident for women in nearly all areas of employment.
This change in the nature of work has been referred to as the "feminisation" of
work.28 The increased utilisation of female labour has been associated with
increasing flexibility in employment practices and in the organisation of work. For
the majority this means no job security and payment by piece-rates or by the hour.
This process can also be linked to the evident intensification of work in such areas as
the retail and clerical industries whose existence is increasingl~ bound up with the
growth in largely female work. casual. parHime and poorly paid. 9 Indeed this is one
of the paradoxes of the Accord. It has introduced explicitly institutional rigidities
imo the industrial relations system, both into negotiations on wage and working
conditions. Yet, simultaneously employers have been changing the character of
many of the new employment positions thrown up by the restructuring of the
Australian economy. Women have been directly disadvantaged by this fcrocess
although "feminisation" of work is not a process restricted to women workers. 0

The Accord Wages System: Two TierslTwo Tears?
The two-tier wage system was devised as a means by which wage rises could be
contained following dissatisfaction with me "rigidity" of the previous twO versions of
the Accord. Under the first-tier it was envisaged that community-wide wage rises
would be granted and this initially involved the Federal Commission granting a flat
wage increase to all. This amounted to a discoWlting at the higher end of the wage
and salary bracket and could be represented as being more egalitarian in character
than across the board percentage increases.
However, the extent of this
egalitarianism is questionable given the shift towards part-time work accompanied by
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pro-rara wage increases. Women did not benefit significantly from this decision.
Subsequent wage decisions have departed from egalilarian concerns insofar as wage
increases have been granted on a percentage basis, disproponionarely benefiting
those (mainly men) at the top of the scale.
However, it is in the second-tier negotiations where the position of women has been
most affected. Unions have been permitted to make further claims foc wage increases
on the basis of increased efficiency and productivity. Initially it was envisaged that
the claims and benefits flowing born such claims would be community-wide as all
industries restructured and the general emciency of workers increased. But
negotiations on second-tier increases have become based around single unions or
entelprises and induslries. The successes have essentially been contingent upon
union organisation and industrial muscle - two factors which have historically been
important in securing men's advantaged position in the waged workfOrte.
Multi-skilling has been presented as one means of promoting efficiency and
enhancing the restructuring of the workplace. Moreover, some sections of the union
movemem have argued that multi-skilling will deliver higher wages to all workers,
because it will underwrite the restrucbJring of w<Xkplace relations to allow increased
efficiency and productivity. It is also held to be progressive because the introduction
of multi-skilling can present opportunities to break down the barriers of hierarchy in
the waged workplace, especially between men's and women's work. Yet,
preliminary evidence suggests that the first workers to have benefited from !he
introduction of multi-skilling in the workplace have been male skilled workers who
are in an advantaged IXlsition. They have a range of skills that are already
acknowledged and it is less difficult for them to extend these and to reap the benefits
of higher remuneration.
Another reason for the failure of the second-tier system to deliver wage gains for
women is that the establishment of this institutional device for rewarding productivity
increases foUowed a period in which capital and the state had already begun to effect
a restructuring of the labour process to enhance productivity. Workers in some
industries had already been subjected to an intensification of work before the
institution of the Accord. Occupations and industries in which women predominate
were among the first to face this process. Retailing, banking and clerical work are the
most salient examples. In these three areas opportunities to strike agreements to
increase efficiency in return for a second-tier wage increase have either all but been
exhausted or have been only partially successful and involved the funher erosion of
working conditions. Decreases in full-time employment positions have been among
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the sacrifices some workers in these industries have made in order to obtain
second-tier wage increases?!
There has also been a more subtle gender-based impact of the second-tier
productivity negotiations. Historically the Federal and State indusuiaJ. commissions
have defined productivity narrowly in terms of the precedents set within the
manufacturing industry. This has tended to be reinforced by the pattern that has
emerged under the second tier system. Most of the agreements which have been
ratified by the Commission have been in manufacturing and other industries in which
male occupations are dominant - the metal trades industry award is a bench mark
award?2 Those employed in service industries - industries where the bulk: of women
workers are found - have been most hard pressed to demonstrate increased
productivity because of the way in which productivity has come to be defined and
calculated. Throughout 1987, when unions commenced negotiating with employers
for changes in "work practices" to facilitate restructuring and increase efficiency, it
appears that, on average, male unionists have been more advantaged by the
second-tier wage increases granted?3
The decisions handed down by the Commission clearly reflect an intrinsic bias in the
way in which the Commission, as well as the trade union movement generally, have
defined productivity and skill. The bias involves a masculine view or work. For
example, in the case of one female-dominated occupation in the printing industry photo-compositors - the Commission refused to acknowledge that changes in work
practices, which entailed an upgrading of skills and increased productivity, should be
rewarded through an increase in award wages?4 Similarly, the decision in 1987 by
the President of the New South Wales Industrial Commission to reject a wage claim
by college-trained diploma-carrying nurses highlights the double-standards applied in
the classification of work. Fisher held that the nurses might be entitled to a small rise
because "they have suffcred three years without income unlike their hospital-trained
sisters," nOl because of any upgrading in fonnal qualifications and skills, to say
nothing of the changes in nursing practices that this education has already
engendered. A diploma course, the tertiary training of nurses, according to the
president of the N.S.W. Industrial Commission, ftdid not make nurses
professionals"?5 In effect, this decision devalued the transition and upgrading of
nursing education.
This is the fundamental paradox of the Accord, for as the wages system and wage
relativities have become structured around a particular conception of productivity, the
Arbitration Commission has ignored the need to define more precisely what is
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actually meant by the notion of productivity. There is a double standard being
applied here. With the compliance of employers and the union movement, the state
has refused to reassess the value of work: when it might provide a more substantive
basis for affecting changes to the relative position of women in the labour market, to
the value of women's work and to women's wage-eaming capacity At the same time,
wage increases in the mostly male-dominaled occupations are approved - a1though
even these are relatively piecemeal. The trinity of the state. capital and labour has
reinforced the earning differentials between women and men. and this is being done
in the name of comparative wage justice and in the context of restraint with equity!
The treaunent of superannuation is a further dimension of this problem. In 1986. in
response to A.C.T.V. demands. the government sought to contain the immediate cost
of wage increases based on national productivity improvements by proposing that
such increases be used to improve existing superannuation schemes or be paid into
new ones which would be phased in over 1986 and 1987. Initially the government
planned to endorse an A.C.T.U. claim for an across-the-board increase of 3 pez cent.
There were advantages for both: the government believed that an enhancement of
superannuation funds would make available more finance for invesUnent purposes
and thus help fuel economic recovery; while the possibility of union-controlled
superannuation schemes could give the union movement a greater say over the
direction of invesunent within the economy. It was clear to the union movement that
the principal beneficiaries among its constituents would be male workers. The
superannuation deal was struck with the knowledge that only one in four women had
occupational superannuation compared with one in two men. The A.C.T.U. has since
listed this difference as a matter of concern, although it does not seem to have done
all that much to alter the imbalance?6
In fact the Federal Commission decided not to grant a community-wide increase of 3
per cent in the fonn of a superannuation payment but to recommend that the
claimants "return to the marketplace" for direct negotiations. This has only served to
widen the distinction between the way in which men and women are defined and
37
treated within the labour market. To date most of the superannuation deals that
have been struck have been in male-dominated industries. The consequence will tend
to be that women in general. already disadvantaged by their status in the workplace
will face still further relative inequality upon their retirement.
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CHALLENGING THE SEXUAL DIVISION OF LABOUR:
STATE SUPPORT FOR EQUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
The macro-economic policies pursued by the Hawke Labor government through the
Accord and through the programme of deregulation and privatisation of the economy
have been publicly portrayed as being gender-neutral. It is clear that this has not been
the case, that policies have had different consequences for lhe relative economic
fortunes of women and men generally. Yet, to its credit, the Hawke government has
developed a number of conscious policy initiatives directly concerned wilh redressing
the comparatively underprivileged position of women in the economy.
The Hawke government strategy for women is centred on a broad equal employment
opportunity program and anti-discrimination legislation. The Sex Discrimination Act
was passed in 1984 although the fight against sexual discrimination and harassment
relied largely upon State government anti-discrimination boards to put the Act into
effect. A recent High Court decision on the legality of Commonwealth sanctions has
enhanced. Federal authority in this regard. The second major thrust came in 1986
with the government's foray into promoting equality of employment opportunities
through Affumative Action legislation. This legislation was passed wilh a view to
consolidating and extending the govenunent's own attempts to develop equal
employment opportunity programmes?8
An appreciation of the policies needs to recognise the institutional context in which
the strategy has been formulated. TIle formal challenges to the inequirable structure

of the labour market and workplace have themselves been devised within institutional
arrangments which are inherently gender-biased. The explicit attempt to address the
obsracles confronting women's economic opportunities has involved a host of
contradictions which constrain its effectiveness. This is because of the failure to
address the institutional arrangements which underpin lhe sexual division Of labour
and the terms on which this sexual divisioo of labour is being challenged.

Equal Employment Opportunities and Affirmative Action Policies
The principal thrust of the AffumaUve Action policy mirrors the strategies pursued
under the Accord. In the frrst instance, its fortunes are reliant upon the priorities and
the goodwill of goverrunent Indeed, the slow progress of the equal opportunity
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program can partly be attributed directly to other government JXllicies being given
priority. There have been cuts to the funding of the Human Rights Commission,
which is resJXlnsible for arbitrating complaints laid under the federal Sex
Discrimination Acl, for research inlD the incidence of discrimination and for
education and promotional work directed against sexual harassment Child care
funding, a prerequisite for equal OPJXlrtunily, has been inadequate and, while recent
increases in funding go some way toward ameliorating this situation, it will nOl
eliminate the long waiting lists for child care.
The Affmnative Action legislation is also similar to the Accord in that it has been
based on the consensual support of various government departments . large employers
and, to a lesser extent, the trade union movement It relies upon the goodwill of these
male-dominated institutions. the institutional embodiments of the sexual division of
labour. to challenge the basis of this division of labour. It is not swprising that the
pursuit of affmnative action will be contradicted by the pursuit of other priorities, for
example, proposals by the Greiner government to cut back funding of the women's
~nit in T.A.F.E.
The establishment of the Afftrmative Action Agency has provided an institutional
framework and some resources wi!hin the public service structure which those
committed to affecting some change can utilise to advantage. However, it is
necessary to acknowledge the limitations. Much of the bureaucracy continues to be
run by men who have quietly resisted the introduction of A.A. and E.E.O. The
incorporation of women into the bureaucratic power structure, especially as managers
of B.E.a. programmes and in women's offices, has often facilitated this resistance by
"gheuoising" the "femocrats".
Problems with the application of the government's Afftrmative Action legislation are
also apparent In 1986 !he Federal government enacted legislation which required all
enterprises, private and federal government deparnnents and statutory authorities
which employ 1,000 or more workers. and most educational institutions, to
implement equal employment opportunity programmes. These enterprises were
required to report on the progress of the E.E.a. programmes by February 1988.
However, the government has no fonnal sanctions which can be imposed on those
enterprises or institutions which fail 10 meet the requir"..JTlents of the legislation. Its
only recourse is to publish the names of those enterprises or institutions which fail to
cooperate. Nor docs the Affmnative Action legislation stipulate any requirements for
attaining defmite progress in advancing the position of women in the workplace.
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Essentially, the government's Afflllllative Action policy rests on the goodwill of
those enterprises which elect to panicipate. It is not unexpected that some enterprises
refuse to acknowledge its existence or to treat it in a cavalier fashion. A number of
enterprises have evidently not met the deadline for submitting details of their E.E.O.
programmes, while others have given little consideration to developing an
enterprise-based programme (as is the case of C.S.R.). The endorsement of the
progamme by others belies the actual emj§loyment practices of these enterprises (as
appears to be the case with Coles-Myer). Meanwhile, before tackling any of these
problems, the government has announced that it intends proceeding with the next
stage of the programme. This will require firms with more than 500 employees to
draw up equal employment opportunity programmes and submit progress reports to
the government. Such enterprises, with fewer resources, will have a better case for
non-compliance. The Agency, already overcommitted. will be in a substantially
weaker position to administer this expanded coverage.
Afflllllative Action legislation presents an obvious challenge to managerial
prerogative. This is particularly relevant where management is claiming that a more"flexible" labour market is needed. The consequences for women are evident in the
retail indusuy for example. As part of their opening ambit on the second-tier
negotiations employers have been pressing for the abolition of the official working
week. They want an end to the concept of a 9 to 5 day and they want Saturdays and
Sundays to be treated like any other working day. If successful, this will have
particularly detrimental consequences for the majority of workers in the retail
industry. Shop assistants will be materially disadvantaged; women working in the
industry are already among the lowest paid in the community. The government is
becoming more sympathetic to this argument, endorsing the case for more flexibility
in wage levels.40
The trade union movement's record in the area of aff1l11lative action leaves a lot to be
desired. The A.C.T.V. was party to the government's working party on the
Afflllllative Action Act at the same time as it was limiting the work of the Working
Women's Centre. In general, the trade union movement has done little to get its own
house in order. Men continue to dominate leadership and decision-making positions
within the union movement,41 This is not to suggest that there has been no progress
- the A.C.T.V. is taking up such issues as parental leave, child care, outwork and
superannuation.42 But these need to be set beside the general thrust of the A.C.T.U.'s
wages and indusuy policy and its endorsement of the Dawkins' Report on education
and training. The latter has been roundly criticised for the likely detrimental
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consequences that its implementation would have for women. According to the
Vice-Chancellor of Macquarie University, ftthe planned changes to the higher
education system could profoundly disrupt its affumative action programft in the
educational sector.,,43
More significant has been the comparative inaction of State trades halls and industrial
councils. Two-thirds of all women workers are covered by State rather than Federal
awards (42 per cent of men are cOvered by Federal awards and 41 per cent by State
awards).44 Any actions initiated by the State trades halls and industrial councils with
respect to policies on affmnative action and equal employment opporrunity
programmes are of more immediate consequence for women workers in general. Yet,
although a nwnber of programmes have been developed, the Slate trades and
industrial councils have left much of the initiative for policy-making to the A.C.T.U
or have resisted attempts to provide other means of pursuing equality in employment
opportunity.45 The ostensible support for equality of employment opportunity by the
right-wing machine-dominated N.S.W. Trades and Labor Council belies the
entrenched patriarchal attiwdes towards women. This is epitomised by one of the
machines' key unions - the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association.
This union's official policy holds as sacrosanct both the nuclear family and the
maintenance of the family by the housewife - an outlook: which is incompatible with
the notion of a woman working full time and pursuing a career in the work force. 46
Equal employment opporrunity programmes also have to contend with the fact that
discriminatory social mores and practices have been incorporated into the very
structures of the institutions that shape the fonn of the labour market and workplace.
The anti-discrimination legislation is limited in application because the legislation
exempts any industrial practice which is done in compliance with any other act,
regulation or award. The application of the legislation is severely limited by health
and safety regulations. Similarly, superannuation schemes have been exempted from
the Act. Such exemptions have become the means by which employers and trade
unions have been able to justify and enlrench discriminatory employment and work
practices. B.H.P.'s attempt to exclude women from industrial occupations at its
Wollomwng plant and the S.D.A.·s campaign against E.E.O. programmes are cases in
. 4T
poml.
However, it is also evident that there there are at least two inherent contradictions in
the application of the programmes. The fll'St concerns the manner in which the
promoters of E.E.O. have stressed the continuing importance of merit and skill, with
its implicit gender bias, in governing principles in employment and promotion. The
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second is that the challenges to discriminatory employment practices are being
predicated on the basis of workplace practices which have historically been shaped by
masculine modes of behaviour, mores and practices.

Merit, Skill and Gender Bias
The government has sought to placare oPIXl'lents of Afflrmative Action legislation by
arguing that employers will nol be required to meet quotas to improve female/male
employment ratios. There has been an asswance by the Minister for Industrial
Relations that ability. merit and ~ualifications will continue to be the overriding
criteria in employment selection.4 Yet this is double-edged. In the flrst instance,
these employment criteria are shaped by factors outside the workplace. The sexual
division of labour within the family and attibldes towards education act to coftCltrain
women's employment opportunities and underwrite the sexual division of labour
within the labour market
Moreover, ability, merit and qualifications are not "objective" criteria. Historically
each has been valued in terms of their sexual ascription. The labour market.
occupations, job-casting and the workplace have all evolved in tenns of the sexual
division of labour.
This division of labour has been the basis of award
determinations. in the design and consbUction of the workplace and the shape and
manner of operating workplace technology .49
Some barriers to women's elevation in the workplace might be removed, but the
general way in which waged work is organised will continue to act as a fetter upon
women's economic advancement Professional women may well benefit from the
legislation but the policies are of little relevance to the majority of women workers in
segregated female-dominated industries and/or occupations where there are no
promotion or long-term career prospects.
Further, AffIrmative Action legislation does not begin to tackle the problems of the
underlying hierarchical organisation of society and the way in which these hierarchies
are predicated on the sexual division of labour. Affirmative action policies. as they
have been developed, can do little to combat the sexual division of labour that
SUUClures both the private and the public spheres of the political economy as well as
their interaction. The contradictory consequences of this failure are evident in the
government's limited funding of childcare; they help to lock women into the private
sphere at the same time as the govenunent is seeking to formally promote a higher
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profile for women in the public sphere. Equally, changes in education policy at
State and Federal levels will restrict women's access lO education and training and
thus their access to employment OplX)rtunities.

Fighting Discrimination: Sexual Practice and Sexual Harassment
An integral component of the goverrunent's policy to advance the lot of women in the
workplace has been the Anti·Di.scrimination and Sex Discrimination legislation. The
legislation is a positive and ad!nirable response to sexist, racist and other
discriminatory practices. It has provided the means by which both individual and
groups of women can challenge institutionaUy·based cases of discrimination in the
workplace. The action taken against B.H.P. 's discriminatory employment practices is
a path·breaking example of how the legislation can provide the means by which
barriers to women's employment in particular occupations and industries might be
broken down.
The Sex Discrimination Act a1so provides the means by which the more personal
forms of discriminatory work practices can be challenged. This includes the right to
take action against sexual harassment Indeed such actions have probably been the
most publicised aspect of the application of the Sex Discrimination Act However, it
is evident that the legislation is only a half-way measwe. In addition, there are
problems with the application of the Act
The media's trealment of the Sex Discrimination Act, particularly cases dealing with
sexual harassment, highlights the difficulties in dealing with such discriminatory
practices. Some reports have presented particulars of the harassment of women in a
delicate and sympathetic manner and, in the process. challenge the legitimacy of
sexual harassment Other repons, including the reportin~ of the N.S.W. Equal
Opportunity Tribunal's investigations in the Loder case, have been intent on
sensationalising the events. They have provided in lurid detail a step by step account
of the sexual harassment. deflecting the merits of the action being taken and, in effect,
presenting the discriminatory practices as though they were acceptable.
This points to one of the problems with the application of the anti-discrimination
legislation. While gender relations are essentially unequal it is necessary to
appreciate that these relations are often considered to be normal. This makes for
some difficulty in establishing what constitutes discriminatory attitudes and practices
within our norma1 day to day interactions.
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A similar point can be made about relations and inleraCtiOns which are mere clearly
sexual in nature. Within the broader framework of patriarchal relations, relations
which inform sexual behaviour have developed in such a way as to mirror and
reinforce the oppression of women. Workplaces are not immune from this. Attitudes
towards sexuality and sexual interactions are necessarily a feature of social relations
within the workplace. They are pan of the structure of relations which arise out of as
well as underwrite the inequalities that occur within the workplace.
We can see what this means concretely in terms of the way in which men secure a
monopoly of access to particular occupations and industries through particular
definitions of wod::. For example, according to one union official, the reason why the
occupation of motor mechanic/engineer has been considered to be inappropriate for
women is that women have breasts which ~get in the way~Sl. The observation is
based on a possibly widely-shared belief as to what are the ~natural~ attributes for this
particular' occupation - attributes which are necessarily male. The process of the
occupation being established as men's tenain at the same time signals a social
consuuction of woman as sex object. Male conbOl of the occupation can be further
enhanced by more overt forms of objectifying women by the practise of decorating
the workplace with -girly" posters (replaced by computer printout pinups in white
collar workplaces).S2 Sexual harassment of women is another dimension of unequal
gendered relations, one of the ways in which men assert their supremacy in the
workplace.
Such discriminatory practices are part of the -nonnal~ pattern of many gendered
workplace relations. Herein lies one of the difficulties in breaking down some of the
obstacles to women's advancement in the waged workplace because, and this has
been evidenced in a number of sexual harassment cases brought before
anti-discrimination boaIds, some men simply do not consider their aUilUdes and
behaviour to be discriminatory. Indeed, without wanting to be seen to justify their
attitudes and behaviour, their declared inoocence of unseemly conduct has to be
considered in the light of the histcrically "nonnal" and to all intents and purposes
acceptable though unequal pattern of relations with their female subordinates.
The Sex Discrimination Act at least provides an instilUtional means of challenging
such discriminatory practices and, equally importantly in forcing a rethinking of what
attitudes and behaviour are acceptable, it will contribute to the process of redefining
gendered and sexual relations. The legislation provides a basis for challenging the
patriarchal order around which different institutions have become organised as weU
as enabling more direct challenges to the way in which individual men secure their
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supremacy in the workplace. This will necessitate changes in masculine and
feminine modes of behaviour for both reflect and contribute to the shape of gender
relations and the sexual relations and interactions embodied in these.
As a prelude to challenging discriminatory work practices more attention has to be
devoted to analysing the inequitable nature of the social and sexual relations of the
workplace.53 But the aclUai mechanisms for challenging discriminalOry work
practices present problems, especially for cases involving sexual harassment Two
problems stand out for consideration.
The judiciary which is responsible for administering the legislation has historically
reinforced many of the institutional inequities which have locked women into
subordinate JX)sitions within the work force. It is not surprising therefore that the
very COWlS which are responsible for outlawing discriminatory practices have in a
number of instances, in tenns of their effect if not their intent, dismissed as not
unreasonable behaviour what the law deems lO be unacceplable and illegal . It has
evidently been extremely difficult for anti-discrimination boards and industrial
commissions lO accept the veracity of women's complaints of sexual harassment.
This was abundantly clear in the Loder case but it has been evident in other hearings
54
as well. The recent decision by Justice Marcus Einfeld, president of the Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, in finding a OOclOr guilty of the sexual
harassment of three female employees was more explicit in questioning the claims
and motives of the women concerned. More significantly though, in refusing to
award damages· because the women suffered only "minor discomfort" . it appears to
give men some licence to engage in discriminatory practices.55 Challenges against
discriminatory work practices have often resulted in the judiciary denying the
significance of the unequal social relations and sexual interactions which characterise
most workplaces. Discriminatory practices, including sexual harassment, are in effect
viewed as nonna! and acceptable by Ihe COWlS.
In this context challenges against discriminatory practices typically mean that it is as
much the social behaviour of women that is placed under the microscope. More
assertive feminine modes of behaviour which begin lO challenge the bases of the
sexual division of labour end up being defined as the alien element. The practices
being challenged end up being reinforced.
The institutional means of chaUenging discriminatory practices also need to be
questioned. Complaint-based legislation singles out those women who dare
challenge the more specific manifestations of the patriarchal order. In the case of the
Einfeld judgement, the women not only suffered the indignity of having their motives
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for bringing the action questioned by Justice Einfeld but they were disadvantaged by
the decision not to award damages as well as by the refusallO allow them the right to
apply for costs. Quite clearly, women usually onlY succeed in such action at
lremendous personal and material cost to themselves.S Some consideration ought to
be given to the extent of compensation that is due. More genl'7ally. it may be
necessary lO rethink the process which. in effect., singles out those women who dare
to proceed with cases of sexual harassment
The successful cases establish
precedents which challenge the basis of women's subordination. But those women
who take action often end up being "doubly· victimised.
In general, the sex and anti4scrimination legislation only partially addresses the
inequitable nature of the gender relations which und~te both occupational and
industrial segregation. Moreover, it does so in an extremely costly manner to those
individuals prepared to challenge this structure. This fact may well discourage resort
to the legislation.

Conclusion
It is wage workers and the recipients of welfare who are having to carry the cost of
Labor government economic policies. However, it is also evident that the JXllicies

have had differential consequences for women and men and that they have had quite
deleterious effects upon women's economic standing. This appears to be largely the
consequence of the govenunent's economic priorities, with its concentration on
rejuvenating capital accl¥'lulation by encouraging expansion of the corporale
dimension of the public sphere of me JXlIitica1 economy. This also has to be set in
the context of capital's genera] efforts to reduce real wages and intensify work and its
success in increasing the proponion of casual and part-time workers in me privale
sector and its soccess in linking this to the strategy of the feminisation of such work:.
The corporatist union of capital. iaoour and the state, of maJe-dominated institutions,
has meant me further integration and consolidation of the various processes which
have institutionalised the divisions between men and women and the consequent
inequitable access lO economic resowces.
In other respects the emphasis of government policy has provided an environment in
which the relatively subordinate position of women in me economy has been
cemented. The redevelopment of manufacturing industry has been one of the
priorities of the Accord and unions within the industry have been perhaps more
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successful than unions in any other arena of the economy in affecting some influence
over the shape of the wages system which has evolved within the Accord. TIle
consequence has been that as these male-dominaled unions have struggled to secure
their position, other workers have been locked into a system that has obstructed any
serious reconsideration of wage relativities across different induslries. This has
happened contemporaneously with a model of wage detennination which has linked
wage increases to changes in work practices and increased worker productivity,
largely defined in terms of the character of work relations within the manufactwing
sector. Thus, workers in a range of other induslries, and especially those in which
women predominate, have not ~ able to demonstrate improvements in efficiency
and productivity.
The efforts to construct institutional means for erasing the sexual division of labour
within the labour market and within induslries have to a large extent been
unsuccessful. This is partly because the government has lacked any real commitment
to this objective. But it is also because of the overall thrust of economic
management, through the rejuvenation of capital accumulation by emphasising the
value of activities in the public spbere over those in the private spbere of the
political economy. through the employment generation programmes which
concentrate on mostly male-dominated induslries and QCCuJXltions. and through the
valorisation of men's work. Set alongside the limited scope of the anti-discrimination
legislation, it is little wonder that there has not been any substantial improvement in
the economic well-being of women.
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